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Give AI systems safe access to public data, government urged
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Open source advocates in the UK have called on the government to ensure AI technologies have su�cient access to public data
to support the growth of the UK AI sector.

In a joint letter signed by OpenUK, IP Federation, Wikimedia UK and the Entrepreneurs Network, among others, the government
was urged to “avoid frictions around using data necessary to develop safe AI” by clarifying the intellectual property (IP) laws
surrounding the technology.

According to the organisations, open access to public data is vital to ensuring AI safety goals established in the AI Safety
Summit’s Bletchley Declaration are met.

The letter said that while “many other countries have clari�ed their intellectual property laws to support AI and innovation,” the UK
has yet to explicitly support the knowledge transfer of AI.

Large AI models, including OpenAI’s ChatGPT, require access to huge volumes of data for training.

The letter has argued that while not all data should be considered usable for AI training, new models must have protected and
open access to data that is lawfully available to the public.

“Any restriction on the use of such data or disproportionate legal requirements will negatively impact on the development of AI,”
the letter said.

“Not only inhibiting the development of large-scale AI in the UK but exacerbating further pre-existing issues caused by unequal
access to data.”

In support of this, the organisations have outlined a proposal for a code of practice to inform AI IP legislation.

The code of practice called for clari�cation on access to broad data sets that are publicly available, the recognition that other
nations have their own policies which must be factored in and the avoidance of friction around access to necessary data for safe
AI development.

Amanda Brock, CEO of OpenUK, said: “The open letter is an important call to action to make the UK’s IP System ‘AI-friendly’ for all
AI. For our open technology community, this fair and transparent sharing is the lifeblood of our industry.”
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Roadmap to AI regulation: Sumsub London event 

With AI fraud on the rise and the global AI market valued at $100bn expected to grow twentyfold by 2030, what does the roadmap
to AI regulation look like? 

Join leading experts for an exclusive opportunity to delve into the dynamic world of AI regulation. Sumsub’s ‘Multiverse’ event will
bring together experts for live discussions on the intricacies of an AI regulatory framework.  

It’s not just a conference; it’s a chance to connect with like-minded professionals who share your passion for cutting-edge
technology and its future. 

AI in 2023 

This year, companies are rapidly integrating AI into their operations. They recognise its potential to usher in groundbreaking
solutions for various challenges and ine�ciencies. From combating �nancial crime to thwarting deepfake attacks and
streamlining arduous processes, AI offers a wealth of possibilities. However, this very technology also equips fraudsters with
increasingly sophisticated tools, heightening the risks. 

As businesses navigate this ever-evolving regulatory landscape, the challenge of crafting effective AI regulations intensi�es. The
central question is: how can companies strike the right balance between harnessing AI-driven innovations, ensuring regulatory
compliance, and preventing the misuse of this technology? 

Balancing innovation and compliance risks with AI 

When it comes to drafting AI regulations, there are several critical questions: what takes precedence, innovation or safety and
compliance requirements? Is it possible to regulate AI without sti�ing innovation? Can self-regulation within the �ntech sector be
a viable alternative to government oversight? These questions will all be addressed in an expert debate. 

Exploring AI in �ntech and regtech 

The event will feature a �reside chat that explores the current applications of AI in �ntech and regtech. These include the
regulatory challenges hindering AI adoption in �nancial services this year and beyond, as well as how policymakers and industry
leaders can collaboratively craft an effective AI regulation roadmap. 

In addition, speakers will explore whether policymakers are actively investigating AI technologies, and if there are regulations in
place speci�cally designed for the private sector. 

After an evening of engaging discussions, there will be dinner, networking, and cocktails, allowing guests to connect with fellow
attendees and continue the conversation in a relaxed and social setting. 

Multiverse community 
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Leading companies have participated in previous events, and the community is built on genuine talks and networking. The
community ensures that no time is wasted, with real discussions led by industry experts on real-life business cases and best
practices.  

Every member of the event is pre-moderated, ensuring a fantastic experience. As a trusted community member, you can receive
additional perks, including access to invite-only events, expert content, and unique networking opportunities. 

Registration 

Date: 23 November 2023, 6.30pm

Location: De Vere Grand Connaught Rooms, London, UK 

The number of attendees is limited, so be sure to seize this opportunity to join us for this unique experience. Register today! 
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